October 25, 2017
Yahweh Worship Song
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nyg8VIAifF4&list=PLOzSvxTWpcnnwx7F7aNTHGRDNj16ie
Vh2&index=69
Word for 10/25/17
I called you to come up higher in the true habitation to for fullfilled desire. This is the creative
hope to go up is to go in and create the course. Inward desire has the power to create an
emanating force from the heart from the broad place. All things are possible with el-Biritb and
El - Birith is in you to co-create. There is a creation law for the upward call to change Creations
mistakes. Tap into the power source in unity you will break the code. Open open open the
doors come up here for there's so much more. I'm revealing the blueprint design for
healing the DNA, now Faith energy will recreate. once again follow the measuring rod. Now
that you have broken the Veil the throne is set. The library is here to release the Power of God.

Rainbow angel – message
Paul feels the pressure which is the weight of the message. Dimensional shifting – Paul’s mouth
noise
Janna:
As far as the east is from the west, all of creation is longing for the sons of man to recreate
every promise has it’s time, time is not the problem but a tool to realign.
There is really no lack of time, for in the heart continuing is the expression of God divine.
You step in to no beginning or end. And the way up is the way in. For the completion has
already began.
This is amazing. I don’t know what it is but it is amazing
You go in, to the Kingdom of God now you have access to the true power of the creation law.
All things are possible from the image is believed, and these pillars anchored the throne to the
umpteenth degree
Everything exists as an information level but this table is the energy that is accessible
Matter matters by what is given worth a desire fulfilled is the tree of life if you start with the
truth

The libraries are being corrected from the first written books, and if you see em you will be like
him; You are the new creation on the earth
You have access to the original blueprints of how it should be, these pillars hold the frequency
that unlocks
they are the key and the sound that emanates from one accord connects to the harmonics for
the glory of the lord
I am in something everyone come
Marie: And I am releasing new scrolls to each person, I have removed the contamination and
am restoring blessings, new mantels which will help you with your new walk with me, you will
no longer hear, see, feel, taste or smell the way you did. I am redeeming the time and season
for your life. Rev. 4:5
Reaper Angel showed up - Anne
The harvest is here, the harvest is clear, so do not fear, the harvest is here, the harvest is clear,
so do not fear for I am near
See picture of sickle slicing from left to right crossing top of wheat heads, harvesting
The tares will be burned as you have learned, do not fear for I am near
The wishes the prayers the incense, the desires of your heart, for the lost souls for those you
love will come to pass
Do not fear for I am near, what is coming will be like none before, for the rains are plentiful and
bountiful for you will see
Like none before, you will walk in the mighty ways of my ways, you will lead the many that
follow behind, the rainbows will follow like never before, they do as I command, over the stars
over the seas over the land
For I am here, do not fear

